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Name:  ______________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE eTCP Exam No. 2 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___
Question 1 (10pts.)
What kind of addressing is used in each layer?  Write “none” if not commonly used. Remove the incorrect 
choices.

MAC address: Layer Name: __ Address Type: physical / logical / not used

Port Number: Layer Name: __ Address Type: physical / logical / not used

IP address: Layer Name: __ Address Type: physical / logical / not used

__: Layer Name: Application Address Type: physical / logical / not used

Question 2 (10pts.)
Explain the concept of the receiver side sliding window in the TCP protocol briefly.  The window slides to the 
right.  The solid lines indicate the used size of the receiving buffer.  

Hint: What happened to data<=200? what is the data range 201-260? are any data missing there? What is the 
data range 261-300? are any data missing there? what is significant about the segment indicated by the thick 
border?

Write a short essay answer here. Four or five sentences would do…

Question 3 (10pts.)
Explain what it means that TCP acknowledgments are cumulative. 
Write a short essay answer here. One or two sentences would do…
What are the advantages of that feature?
Write a short essay answer here. One or two sentences would do…
What are the disadvantages of that feature?
Write a short essay answer here. One or two sentences would do…
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Question 4 (10pts.)
What are the four timers that are used in TCP connection? What is the purpose of each of them? Use the 
naming convention from our textbook.

1. Timer _ is used __

2. Timer _ is used __

3. Timer _ is used __

4. Timer _ is used __

Question 5 (10pts.)
Your computer received several ICMP messages. Identify what caused each of these messages to be sent. 

1. Destination Unreachable - The message was sent because …

2. Time Exceeded - The message was sent because …

3. Echo Reply - The message was sent because …

4. Packet too Big - The message was sent because …

Question 6 (10pts.)
Answer some question about IPv4 addressing: (Use dotted format, use decimal, hex, or binary numbers)

How large is an IPv4 address in bytes? __ bytes

What is the broadcast IP address? (“none” if no such thing) __

Each computer can be addressed internally by the same address: __

If the local address of a host is 11 bits long, what is the mask? __

Provide an example of a private address __

Question 7-8 (15pts.)
In classless addressing mode: please provide the values for a computer of an IP address 204.42.47.79 and 
network mask indicated by /23. (Comment: used by Dr. Malinowski’s Internet provider.)
Note: use decimal, hex, or binary notation, whichever is more convenient for you.

Provided 204.42.47.79 is: 11001100:01000010:00001111:01001111 

Computer IP address is: ________:________:________:________

(Sub)Net ID is ________:________:________:________

(Sub)Net Mask is ________:________:________:________

Local broadcast address is: ________:________:________:________

Local loopback address is: ________:________:________:________
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The number of computers on this (sub)network is __

This computer is exposed to the internet / behind a NAT firewall

Question 8-9 (15pts.)
Complete the missing numerical data in the following diagram that depicts TCP connection data exchange. 
Assume that no datagram is discarded by the server and each packet that contains data has 100 bytes of data.

1) S1:__, 2) S2:__, 3) A3:__, 4) S4:__, 5) S5:__, 6) A6:__.

Question 10 (10pts.)
Complete the code fragment. Set up your ESP8266 to run WiFi only as an access point mode.  Assume that all 
necessary headers are included.  Hardcode the SSID of ecex73, and the password of test2.  Perform only 
operations that are necessary for this task.  Some blanks may have to be left unused.

void setup() {
  __;
  __;
  __.mode(__);
  __.__(__,__);
  __;
  __;
}

End of the Exam
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